Annex 1

Application Form for Evaluators

OPENING: 15/11/2023
CLOSING: 15/12/2023 at 17:00PM CET
Project Website: https://ngisargasso.eu
Open Call platform: https://cascadefunding.sploro.eu/application/new?program=ngi-sargasso-2nd-open-call-for-evaluators
GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Name *
2. Surname *
3. E-Mail *
4. Phone (with country code)*
5. Company/Organisation *(In case you are self-employed indicate it as well)
6. Country of Residence * (Only EU-member states or Horizon Europe associated member states)
7. Linkedin profile
8. Github profile

NGI EXPERIENCE
1. Area(s) of knowledge in which you have experience and/or you work with:*
   - Trust
   - Data sovereignty
   - Digital identity
   - Internet architecture and renovation
   - Decentralized technologies
   - New Internet Commons
   - Other, please specify

2. Baseline technology(ies) in which you have experience and/or you work with:*
   - Data
   - Blockchain and DLTs
   - Artificial Intelligence
   - Cybersecurity
   - 6G & Novel Networks
   - Open-source hardware & software
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☐ Software architecture
☐ IoT
☐ Other, please specify

3. Previous experience evaluating Horizon Europe project:* YES/NO
   If yes, which?

4. Previous experience evaluating NGI related projects:* YES/NO
   If yes, which?

5. Papers written on the NGI field in the last 3 years*

6. Open source projects I have contributed to in the past 3 years. Name all of them*

BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
1. I have started my own company *: YES/NO
   If yes, tell us about (sector, size...)

2. I have been / am an angel investor or venture capitalist *: YES/NO
   If yes, tell us about it

3. I have been / am part of the advisory board of a company *: YES/NO
   If yes, tell us about when and for which company.

4. I have a MBA degree or I have at least 5 years experience in managerial positions *: YES/NO
   If yes, tell us about it.

5. I have been / am a start-up mentor *: YES/NO
   If yes, tell us about

6. I work/have worked in a start-up accelerator *: YES/NO
   If yes, tell us about

OTHER:

- **Question 1:** In your opinion, what are the key challenges to solve/investigate within the New Generation Internet, for the immediate future (keywords)?

- **Question 2:** In your opinion, what are the key challenges to solve/investigate within the New Generation Internet, for the long-term future (keywords)?
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- Upload your CV (*PDF)
- Do you have any conflicts of interest? YES/NO